Hi Room 6 Parents!

October 26, 2018

I hope you had a great fall week. I know we enjoyed the sunshine and cool (not cold
yet!) weather at recess. Please see below for some highlights from this week.
● We reviewed our results from our sandcastle erosion experiment on Friday,
and we found that there were seven sandcastles that were changed most by
rain and four were most changed by wind. Your students were so impressive!
When I pointed out that we had different answers and asked if that meant
some people were wrong, they immediately pointed out that some people’s
“wind” might have been stronger and that all of the sandcastles were
different, so they were affected differently! The class’s ability to problem
solve and consider all possibilities in this way is great!
● We continued our buddy work with both Ms. Dionysia’s and Ms. Bia’s classes.
We’ve learned how to title graphs, make data tables, and ask questions about
graph data. A new skill we’re practicing is how to determine the scale of the
graph depending on the data we are presenting. Sometimes it is best to
count by ones or twos and other times it is best to count by tens!

● To build on our love of Mad Libs and other
word challenges, on Tuesday the class was
given the opportunity to create their own
puzzles! We had some great stories written
and excellent floor puzzles created out of
cardboard!

● As we continued our study of The Book of Pawn with Mr. Foti, we were lucky
enough to have him share his poetry expertise as well! After Pawn on
Thursday, he helped us write our own rap about The Chocolate Touch! This
was a fun way to practice literacy skills. As we have read the book, we have
created a summary after each chapter. However, this experience was a
great opportunity for students to work on summarizing the story as a whole
and identifying key details.

^Chocolate hamster family and
chocolate Mt. Rushmore.

● Also on Thursday, we participated in Read for the Record
(https://www.jstart.org/read-for-the-record/) by reading Maybe Something
Beautiful by F. Isabel Campoy and Theresa Howell. Take a look at a couple of
the birds we made to spread joy, grace, color, and art!

● In Monday’s open gym, we completed a STEM challenge! Students were given
a bag of materials like paper, pipe cleaners, etc. Each bag also included two
dixie cups. These cups needed to be held by the structure without touching
each other. Then each structure was tested to see how many marbles it
could hold in the cups. No two structures looked the same! On Thursday’s
open gym, we decided to be festive and start getting into the Halloween
spirit! Check out our mummies!

<Guess who!!

Some quick notes:
● Wednesday is Halloween! Please see the Parent Notes email for details about
costume/treats guidelines. Also please note this is an early release day.
● Tuesday, November 13th we have JG Reptile Roadshow coming to Plato! We
cannot wait! (more details in Parent Notes email)

● Thursday, November 8th is both our field trip to see James and the Giant
Peach AND Curriculum Night. Feel free to reach out with any questions or
concerns.
● We are so proud of Maggie in our class who will be in a production of Annie!
(http://www.risingstarschicago.com/). Take a look!
● Some of you have started signing up for your time slot for fall
conferences--yay! Please plan to bring your child with you as they will be
preparing some samples of their work and setting goals to share with you.
I hope you all have a wonderful weekend!

<Sometimes we’re
just silly :) Happy
Fall!

